Hello everyone and thanks to the Department of Human Services for having me here
today.
As you may be aware, JobAccess is the national hub for workplace and employment
information for people with disability, service providers and of course, employers such as
yourselves. Our aim is to help drive disability employment in Australia, and we consider
it a real privilege to deliver this program on behalf of the Australian Government.
It’s fantastic to see all of you here today to discuss Disability Access and Inclusion
Planning. We’ll be speaking about the work we do and how we may be able to support
you all during this time of planning and beyond.
There’s lots to cover so let’s get started…
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Last year, the Diversity Council Australia (DCA) partnered with Suncorp to launch the first
national index of Australian workplace inclusion. The Inclusion@Work Index surveyed
3000 Australian workers and provided some fascinating insights into diversity and
inclusion in Australian workplaces.
I wanted to start by sharing their definitions of diversity and inclusion.
Diversity is the mix of people of in an organisation. It refers to all the ways people differ
e.g. ethnic background, age, education, gender, profession, disability.
Inclusion is getting this mix to work. Inclusion occurs when a diversity of people are
respected, connected, progressing and contributing to organisational success.
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And why is it so important? The evidence is strong
It’s good for business. Inclusive workplaces are:
•
10x more likely to be highly effective
•
9x more likely to innovate
•
5x more likely to provide excellent customer/ client service

It’s good for employees:
•
•

19x more likely to be very satisfied with their job
4x more likely to stay with current employer

It’s what employees want.
3 out of 4 Australian workers support or strongly support their organisation taking action
to create a workplace which is diverse and inclusive.
Even a little bit helps! Working in a somewhat inclusive team also boosts employee
satisfaction, success and security, and team performance – just to a smaller degree
than working in a highly inclusive team.
Now there’s a common belief that diversity and inclusion efforts only benefit people
from target or minority groups e.g. Aboriginal and/ or Torres Strait Islander, culturally
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diverse backgrounds or those who live with disability.
Inclusion@Work Index challenges this assumption, showing that inclusion is actually
good for everyone – not just people from target or minority groups. Research found that
when organisations take action to create a more diverse and inclusive workplace, it
benefited both male and female, culturally diverse and non culturally diverse workers
AND workers with and without disabilities etc.
Have a think, what benefits has your workplace seen from a unique/broad range of
experiences and perspectives?
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And consider the following…
 How inclusive and accessible is your workplace?
 Does your workplace reflect the community it serves ?
Now each of you will have different answers to these questions and that’s ok. There’s no
right or wrong answers.
Inclusion planning is an ongoing process, not a project with defined start and end dates,
so no matter what stage you are at, there’s always more you can do.
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And today’s presentation is all about helping you answer the following:
 What steps can you take towards an inclusive and accessible workplace?
 What support is available?
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Our message at JobAccess is simple : The vast majority of people with disability can
and do work with great benefit to themselves, their organisation and the economy.
In fact, it’s likely that you’re already employing someone with disability and most do not
require any changes to the workplace.
And most importantly, as employers and managers you don’t have to figure it out or
do it on your own.
We’re here to help remove barriers to employment of people with disability, and thus
ultimately help foster diverse, inclusive and accessible workplaces.
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So what stops us from offering employment opportunities to candidates with disability?
It’s often FEAR
 Getting it wrong
 The unknown
 Moving out of our comfort zone
 Doing something different
 Challenging our beliefs
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Common barriers faced by people with disability in employment include:
 OHS concerns
 Low expectations – people with disability can only do entry level roles and not the
kind you have on offer
 Low levels of disability confidence or competence
 Not considering how flexibility in the recruitment process might lead to a broader
talent pool
 Not being aware of available supports and services
Addressing these fears and barriers doesn’t have to be hard though – it can be as
simple as just asking someone the right language to use when talking about their
disability or if there’s any support or adjustments you can provide.
And you’ve already made a start by coming here today to find out more about
available support services and to learn from the experiences of other organisations
and individuals.
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So will your next employee be productive, safe, reliable, affordable?
Sources:
Australian Safety and Compensation Council, 2007. Are People with Disability at Risk at
Work? A Review of the Evidence, ASSC, Canberra, Du Paul University 2007
Graffam J, Shinkfield A, Smith K and Polzin, U 2002, Employer benefits and costs of
employing a person with a disability. Journal of Vocational Rehabilitation, vol. 17, no. 4,
p. 251263.
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One thing we hear from employers and managers is that its not always easy to
know where to start or how to tap into support.
From our perspective, there are a few key resources you should be across – all
available free of cost to both employers and jobseekers.
Firstly, JobAccess incorporates a number of important services:
- The JobAccess advice service and website
- Employment Assistance Fund which coordinates workplace assessments,
so we can fund and support modifications, support and training
- Employer engagement service (also known as the National Disability
Recruitment Coordinator) supporting employers to become disability
confident and inclusive
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- The Complaints Resolution and Referral Service (CRRS), which, by
resolving complaints, improves all government-funded disability employment
support services and
- The National Disability Abuse and Neglect Hotline (the Hotline), a vital
reporting service available to anyone who suspects abuse or neglect of a person
with disability.
Let’s look at a few of these in further detail.
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Firstly, our advice service.
Assistance is free of charge and provided via a dedicated call centre (1800 464 800) and
website. Callers can speak directly with a range of fully qualified health professionals,
including occupational therapists and psychologists, from anywhere in Australia.
It’s open to anyone seeking advice on disability employment. For example:
 A person with disability wanting to learn more about government funded workplace
modifications
 A recruiter or team leader could speak with an adviser about their current recruitment
process, and what adjustments could be made to make it more inclusive
 An employee may be concerned about a fellow coworker showing signs of mental ill
health. They are able to speak with one of our advisers for expert guidance on how to
have this kind of conversation.
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Through the EAF, we coordinate a national panel of assessors to conduct free workplace
assessments and advise on workplace modifications and support which may be eligible
for reimbursement.
The EAF is available to people with disability who are about to start a job or who are
currently working, and could help to buy work related modifications and services
These include:
Adjustments / special equipment for the physical workplace
Modifications to work vehicles
Information and communication devices
Auslan interpreting
Specialist services for employees with specific learning disorders and mental health
conditions
Disability awareness/ deafness awareness/ mental health first aid training
Many adjustments are also no or low cost.
EAF guidelines and applications are available online at the JobAccess website.
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Now moving on to the JobAccess employer engagement team (which some of you
know as the National Disability Recruitment Coordinator or NDRC)  this exists to
partner with employers like yourselves, to break down barriers in recruitment and
other employment practices; and to give you a practical framework to follow to get
your organisation to a place where you are disability confident.
How do we do this? Essentially by acting as a free, disability recruitment advisor to
employers that enter into a 12 month partnership with us. We work closely with the
organisations that we enter into a partnership with, focusing on building their
confidence and capability in disability recruitment.
Specific things we assist them with include:
 reviewing existing recruitment practices from the perspective of a candidate: checking
to see if there are there any inadvertent barriers preventing people with disability from
applying for their roles.
 developing attraction strategies, reasonable adjustment policies and internal disability
awareness training packages.
 providing ideas on how to raise awareness of the benefits of employing people with
disability across their business.
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If we look at just the past 12 months alone, JobAccess has:
Received almost 20,000 enquiries
Coordinated over 4,000 Employment Assistance Fund applications
Partnered with 35 employers representing 14.1 percent of the Australian labour force
Distributed over 300 job vacancies from employers to a national network of DES
providers
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Most importantly, we know that these efforts are working.
Year to date customer feedback regarding modifications made through the Employment
Assistance Fund shows that:
From an Employer perspective:
97% of employees still employed
99.5% in same or increased hours & 100% on same or increased pay
99% indicate assistance has provided the help it was intended to
90% indicate worker more productive post implementation – 33% substantially so
48% of employers retained employee with a disability due to EAF
8% of employers have been able to employ a new person with a disability due to EAF

From an Employee perspective:
94% indicate assistance has provided the help it was intended to
94% indicate that they are more productive at work post implementation
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Over the years, Australia’s Disability Employment Services (DES) have supported tens of
thousands of people with disability to join the workforce.
The primary function of a Disability Employment Service is to ensure a good job fit.
Importantly, they are also there to ensure that both the employee and employer receive
the assistance necessary to address any disabilityrelated issues and potential barriers
that might get in the way of satisfactory work performance or hinder job retention.
And whilst not all people with disability will require support, it’s good (and important)
for you to know that these services exist.
JobAccess can advertise your vacancies, free of charge, to our entire network of
Disability Employment Services to ensure you are accessing this oftenoverlooked talent
pool.
We can also help you develop relationships with local providers if you aren’t sure where
or how to start.
This service is available to all employers – big or small.
Please consider what current vacancies you might have now, or on the horizon, and get
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in touch.
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A new Australian Government initiative, connecting jobseekers with disability and
employers to explore new possibilities in the workplace for one day.
This year, the initiative will run from Monday 26 to Friday 30 November 2018 in the
week leading up to the annual United Nation’s International Day of People with
Disability on 3 December.
AccessAbility Day is a one day opportunity to:
• learn more about working with jobseekers with disability
• promote and encourage an inclusive workplace
• access a talent pool of capable people who are keen to work
• learn more about free disability employment services and support available for
employers.
AccessAbility Day is not a job interview, work trial or work experience. It is a job
shadowing opportunity for the employer to learn more about working with
jobseekers with disability. It is also an opportunity the participant to try a day in a
workplace and see what the workplace has to offer.
There is no obligation to employ the participant after the placement.
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Employers can host as many participants across as many job types as they are
able to provide within their organisation. However, each participant can only be
placed in each workplace for one day.
This is a wonderful opportunity to allow the jobseeker to gain insight into a
particular job or type of work.
To get involved:
If you are already involved with DES, contact your DES provider directly, or
If you are not already involved with a DES, simply complete the online
registration form at www.jobaccess.gov.au/accessabilityday
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Now I’ll share some simple yet effective ideas to make a start in disability recruitment.
Based on our collective experience over many years. No silver bullet or one ideal
approach – it’s all very dependent on the employer’s individual circumstances; internal
leadership, recruitment model, business needs.
Effective communication is critical.
What’s the experience of navigating your career website like?
Do you offer access to a real person to speak with should a candidate require an adjustment to
participate effectively in the recruitment process?
Do you mention anywhere that you’re interested in welcoming people from this talent pool?
Give managers permission to try different approaches when it comes to recruitment.
How do they assess whether someone can meet the inherent requirements of a role? Focus on
WHAT needs to be done and not HOW it is done.
Offer a specific role to a person with disability or guarantee an interview  a great way to
expose recruiters and hiring managers to the diversity of disability. Explore their existing skills
and how they might be applied in your organisation.
Run targeted recruitment campaigns.
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Offer mentoring opportunities to people with disability.
Identify and promote your disability champions.
AND MOST IMPORTANTLY – we encourage employers to invite employment services to meet
their recruiters and hiring managers and build relationships. Employers use these opportunities
to outline their ‘rules of engagement’ when it comes to applying for roles or creating
opportunities in their organisations
All of these ideas are simply about increasing your exposure as employers and recruiters to
disability, which we believe is the key to removing many barriers.
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For us at JobAccess – it’s not really about being ‘disability aware’ – it’s actually about
being ‘people’ aware.
From our perspective, getting it right on disability means getting it right for most other
groups. Consider here the impact of flexible workplace practices on parents, people with
caring responsibilities and others.
Consider too recent research that shows that 95% of individuals requesting an
accommodation in the US are actually people without disability.* (*Accommodation
Requests: Who Is Asking for What? Von Schrader, Sarah; Xu, Xu; Bruyère, Susanne M.
2014).
We make adjustments for people everyday in the workplaces – so making them as a
result of disability should again, just be seen as ‘business as usual’.
Ultimately, what we do for people with disability can benefit a truly diverse and
inclusive workforce  so that organisations can better represent the rich and diverse
culture of the environment we live in.
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So a final few pieces of advice…
Go into this with an open mind  people with disability can and do work, despite some
of our misperceptions.
Relax! The principles of recruitment and employment are the same for a candidate with
or without disability. Many employers think ‘it might not work’ so don’t take the risk. In
general, people have limited understanding of disability until they work with a colleague
who has disability – then they realise the possibilities, rather than dwell on potential
barriers.
Consider entering into a partnership with us for 12 months of free advice by signing a
Letter of Affiliation to get the ball rolling.
If you are a smaller employer and just want to get going – get in touch with your local
Disability Employment Service – or share a vacancy with JobAccess.
Now lets open for questions?
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